the truth is that something happened to me and that I   229
have given as truthfully as I know how.
My friend Katsimbalis for.whom I have written this
book, by way of showing my gratitude to him and his
compatriots, will I hope forgive me for having exag-
gerated his proportions to that of a Colossus. Those who
know Amaroussion will realize that there is nothing
grandiose'about the place. Neither is there anything
grandiose about Katsimbalis. Neither, in.the ultimate, is
there anything grandiose about the entire history of
Greece. But there is something colossal about any human .
figure when that individual becomes truly and thoroughly
human. A more human individual than Katsimbalis I
have never met Walking with him through the streets of
Amaroussion I had the feeling that I was walking the
earth in a totally new way. The earth became more inti-
mate, more alive, more promising. He spoke frequently
of the past, it is true, not as something dead and forgot-
ten however, but rather as something which we carry
• within us, something which fructifies the present and
makes the future inviting. He spoke of little things and
of great with equal reverence^ he was never too busy to t
pause and dwell on the things which moved him$ he had
endless time on his hands, which in itself is the mark of
a great soul. How can I ever forget that last impression
he made upon me when *we said farewell at the bus sta-
tion in the heart of Athens? There are men 'who are so •
full, so rich, who give .themselves so completely that
each time you take leave of them you feel that it is abso-
.' lutely of no consequence whether the parting is for a day
,or forever* They come to you brimming over #*d they
fill you to overflowing. They ask nothing of you except
that you participate in their superabuixknt joy of living.
They never inquire which side-of tfae.feaoe you are on
because the world thef inhabit has no 'fences. They msfe

